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The introduction of sophisticated numerical analysis techniquesinto pa-
rameter estimation in econometric siniultaneous e(lUItiOnSystems was
originally made by Dent and Golub (1972) at the Sixth InterfaceSym-
posium on Computer Science and Statistics, Berkeley, 1972, and ina con-
sequent widely distributed Stanford report (1973). This foundationwork
involved the application of numerically stable and accuracypreserving
Householder transformations and the Singular Value Decompositionto
the determination of the Limited Information Maximum Likelihood
(LIML) estimates of the parameters in a single equation of a simultaneous
economic system. Recently, Belsley (1974) has incorporated thesecon-
cepts into the construction of a comprehensive computerized package
(NBER-GREM LIN) of accuracy-preserving estimation procedures for
linear and nonlinear econometric systems. We take this Opportunity to
clarify some misunderstandings and misinterpretations that have arisen in
this work, and to summarize some econometric insights available with the
techniques.
In particular Beisley suggests (p. 564, eqn (1.12)) that the "LIML
estimator is calculated as a k-class estimator with k equal to the minimum
eigenvalue of the eigensystem
I (Y'Y)jx(Y'Y)Lj= 0."
The correct definition involves the determinantal equation (in Belsley's
notation)
- (W'W)LxI =0
where W =Yy]. This system has G -I cigenroots, not G.
As it stands the Householder transformation series applied in this
case is inappropriate, as are equations (I. IS) p. 565), and the comments
(l.l6)et seq. The necessary corrections to Belsley's procedure can be de-
*g/j'ç Note: Uelsev notes that Equation (I 12) ci req. can be made correct by a
simple expedient. In (1.4) deline R3 =[33 4],R3 = [Ru R14] and R3 [R23 R24].
Now in (1. 2) el seq. read W in place of 1, andRt in place of Ri.i = 3.4. The resulting
equations are correct and make sense.rived.* Dent and Golub's algorithm for LI ML estimation is
crflici,ed
(note13,p. 568) on the basis thatitrequires storage of thelarge
orthogonal Householder transformation matrix. This is not SOhowever
and the criticism s therefore unfounded. 1)ent and Golub's algorithrnap.
pIiethe Singular Value Decoiiipositioii to the correct Householdertrans.
formation, and takes notice of rank problems associated with thematrix
(W'W The insight gained here is important, as is knowledgeof the
relationship between the LIML and Two Stage Least Squaresestinlatorç
in over-identitIed cases. Determination of all eigenvalucs ofthe system
above (and not just the smallest) allows one to apply Fisk's(1967)tests of
identification for the equation in question, a process of considerablebut
neglected, merit.
Econometric insight from application of numerical analysis tech-
niques has also been gained in three other areas. The first concerns on-
correlated residuals in single equation models. Grossman and Styan (1972)
show how application of Householder transformations in the sense de-
scribed by Beisley (p. 558) readily yields uncorrelated residuals. These
latter also may be conveniently used to prove in more classical contexts
the existence of x2 distributions for estimators of disturbance variance
under normality assumptions. Numerical and analytic properties ofUn-
correlated residuals are further advanced in Grossman and Styan (1972),
Styan (1972) and Dent and Styan (1973).
Second, the use of Householder techniques indetermination of
linearly estimable functions was developed by Golub and Styan (1973)
and expanded by Dent (1973) and Dent and Foreschle (1973). Con-
venient g123 inverses are utilized to develop elegant and practical linearly
estimable functions in the present of multicollinearity.
The third further instance of analytical insight suggested byapplica-
tions of Singular Value and Householder transformationdecompositions
is in the broader k-class estimation. One is not guaranteed thatBelsley's
G + K system (1.10) is of full rank and that the correspondingestimators
exist. Dent shows (1975, eqns. (IS) and (16)) thatby applying partitioned
inversion, a smaller system of order onlyG x G need be examined. The
rang of this system may be checked by the Singular Value Decomposition,
and indeed this process determines"inadmissable" values of k for the
data in question. It is shown analyticallyfrom this latter decomposition
that inadmissable k valuesare always greater than unity, giving impetus
to the use of values less than unity,such as those prescribed by Fisk
(p. 50)and Zellner(1975).The algorithm yields insight, but there isno
intent here to imply that savings intime or computation are simul-
taneously possible.
The procedure for Three StageLeast Squares estimation outlined by
Belsley (pp.580-585) issuperior to that of Dent(1975)in that smallercomputer storage areas are required. The issueof largeSystems has also recently been taken up by Jennings (1974)and a package forstanifard esli- rnation techniques is currently under
implementation at theUnscrsit01 Illinois (Chicago Circle) and The tiniversityof Iowa. SpeciJattentjp in this development is given to the case oFlion-full rank and theOptions of estiniates of complete covariance matricesor diagonal elementsonly,
L'njversij.O//oii'
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